
Start your Facility Explorer system modernization today.

Introducing a New Limited-Time Promotion 
to Upgrade Your Facility Explorer System

Avoid the inefficiencies of older building automation system components by making sure your Facility Explorer Supervisory 

Software and Controllers are up to date. Upgrading eases integration with new technologies and components, and helps 

reduce the risk of security breaches. In fact, updating and upgrading software is No. 1 on the U.S. National Security Agency’s 

top 10 cybersecurity mitigation strategies.1

This limited-time upgrade program includes a significant discount on Facility Explorer Supervisory Software Release 14.x 

when you upgrade your Facility Explorer Supervisory Controller. Additionally, by taking advantage of the Facility Explorer 

Upgrade Program, you are eligible for a 5-year Software Maintenance License (SML) for the price of a 1-year SML.

1https://media.defense.gov/2019/Jul/16/2002158046/-1/-1/0/NSA Info Sheet: Top 10 Mitigation Strategies (March 2018; posted August 2019)



Maximize system performance with 
the Facility Explorer Upgrade Program
The FX80 Supervisory Controller is an advanced replacement 
for legacy Facility Explorer Supervisory Controllers and provides 
access to the latest Facility Explorer Supervisory Software 14.x 
with the modernized interface and graphics.

Key features delivered with this upgrade include:

•  New modernized 3D graphics library for creating standard 
and customized graphics that provide a consistent, modern 
look for all system graphics

•  Mobile-optimized HTML5 responsive design leveraging the 
same user interface to display graphics on any type of device

•  New home screen with customizable tiles to represent 
important information and shortcut links

•  45 pre-built system graphic templates that cover the most 
common HVAC applications, which saves you time and money

•  Our new standard system graphics can be automatically 
generated by the Import Manager with the ability to select 
between different graphic packages

Program description
Facility Explorer customers with legacy FX20s, FX30s, FX40s, 
FX60s, or FX70s running on FX Supervisory Software Release 
6.x (Niagara AX) that upgrade to FX Supervisory Software  
Release 14.x on a FX80 Supervisory Controller are eligible  
for the following discount:

•  Through December 13, 2024, 25% off core FX80 licenses, 
plus a 5-year SML for the price of a 1-year SML

Eligibility, terms & conditions

Legacy Supervisory Controller Models
•  FX20s, FX30s, FX40s, FX60s, or FX70s that are running 

FX Supervisory Software Release 6.x (Niagara AX)
•  Legacy supervisory controllers, with any Brand-ID, including 

non-Facility Explorer brands

Drivers, software options and accessories
•  All standard drivers supported by FX Supervisory Software 

Release 14.x will be migrated

•  Non-standard third-party drivers will need to be licensed 
through the supplier

Requirements
•  Purchase of 5-year SML required

•  Host IDs of any legacy FX Supervisory Controller that  
is deactivated in the FX Supervisory Software Release  
14.x upgrade process will need to be provided

•  The deactivated legacy FX Supervisory Controllers must  
be rendered inoperable or destroyed within 180 days of 
upgrade date

•  Reference “FX Upgrade (or Loyalty) Program” on the  
purchase order
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Contact your Johnson Controls 
representative to get started.

Modernization helps you get the 
most out of your Facility Explorer 
investment. We can help you develop 
a cost-effective upgrade plan.


